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Eskdale Academy  

History Policy 

At Eskdale Academy we respect and value all children and are committed to providing a caring, friendly and safe 

environment for all our pupils so they can learn, in a relaxed and secure atmosphere.  We believe every pupil 

should be able to participate in all school activities in an enjoyable and safe environment and be protected from 

harm.  This is the responsibility of every adult employed by, or invited to deliver services at Eskdale Academy.  

We recognise our responsibility to safeguard all who access school and promote the welfare of all our pupils by 

protecting them from physical, sexual and emotional abuse, neglect and bullying. 

History at Eskdale Academy is aimed to be interesting and engaging for the children to understand the life of 

people from the past and the events that have taken place.   

By following a curriculum, that is adapted to suit our children, we aim to develop the teaching of history 

through creative, imaginative learning.  The aims at Eskdale Academy are; 

 To develop an interest in the past of famous and influential people. 

 To understand the values of our society. 

 To promote enthusiasm and positive attitudes when learning about the past. 

 To learn about major events in our country and all over the world and how people are influenced by 

these events. 

 To have knowledge of organising chronological events and showing understanding of the past. 

 To recognise the similarities and differences from the past and identify how values and attitudes may 

have changed over time.   

 To research and discuss evidence, using skills to understand primary and secondary source materials. 

 To show understanding by explaining, debating and using evidence to justify thoughts and feelings.   

Teaching history encourages children to think and work as historians.  The children take part in valuable 

experiences by visiting historical places.  This gives opportunities to step back in time and realise the changes 

that have happened.  Organised visitors are welcomed in to school to reveal facts and information that are 

vital in the learning of historical people and events.   

Early Years   

Pupils learn about changes that have occurred from their own past.  They discuss past experiences and events, 

showing their understanding by taking part in discussions and sequencing using photographs. 

Key Stage 1   

Pupils discuss changes that have occurred using their memories and own personal experiences.  They relive 

past experiences and sequence past events about themselves and find out facts about the local area.  Using 

the Cornerstones curriculum children are able to learn about past events and people who have made a 

difference.  Enjoyable experiences are encouraged at the beginning of a topic throughout school so that pupils 

can experience the fascination and awe of the past.  

Key Stage 2     

Pupils in key stage 2 develop a more secure understanding and gain more knowledge about local, British and 

world history. Historical terms are used appropriately and questions and answers are developed with more in 

depth responses.  Pupils have a greater understanding of changes over time, similarities and differences and 

the significance of events and famous people.  



Key Elements 

The key elements of history are; 

 Chronological understanding. 

 Knowledge and understanding of events, people and changes in the past. 

 Historical interpretations. 

 Historical enquiry. 

 Organisation and communication. 

Skill Objectives 

 Using terminology 

 Ordering and sequencing 

 Identifying 

 Describing 

 Making links and comparisons 

 Interpreting 

 Explaining events 

 Enquiry 

 Using sources 

 Selecting 

Assessment  

History assessment is an on-going tool that informs lesson pitch, differentiated lessons and planning.  History 

based lessons include activities in the classroom, oral discussions and activities.  These tasks are used to assess 

and inform history knowledge and areas of individual and group misconception.   

Resources 

Resources are available to use as display work, examine, compare and describe.  Suitable resources are stored 

in the store cupboard for easy access when needed.  The resources have been audited and checked to suit 

different areas across the school. Regular audits of stock will take place to ensure topics can be taught through 

creativity and imagination. 

Roles and responsibilities 

The role of History Co-ordinator is to ensure that all areas of the curriculum are covered throughout the year 

in each year group.  Teaching and learning will be monitored with a termly book scrutiny of curriculum books.  

Advice, guidance and activities will be available to teachers if needed.  Resources will be checked regularly.  A 

suitable list of places to visit will be provided for each topic throughout the year. 

 


